ClickLearn Painkillers
ClickLearn is the market leading authoring solution. The unique recording
technology delivers a superior learning experience for the end-user and kills
major pains for IT and Management.

AUTO-PRODUCE DOCUMENTATION
Turbo charge the speed at which you document your vital
business processes.
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ClickLearn auto-produces 7 diﬀerent formats of professional
learning material, including narrated videos, PDFs and a live
assistant inside the business system.
Save at least 80% on time spent creating learning materials.

RAPID USER ADOPTION
The formats of produced learning material covers any training
need, both individual preferences and proﬁciency. The
interactive video formats function as a safe, engaging and
intuitive learning environment. The live assistant delivers
instant and quick on-screen guidance.

All produced learning material is available in the
cloud (or hosted locally) and can be consumed
from any device in any language at any time.

ON-BOARDING MADE EASY
ClickLearn automatically publishes all produced materials as an
engaging and well-structured e-learning portal.
ClickLearn enables authors to create and maintain uniform and
consistent training courses, across business systems, in any
language.
Mobility of workforce or localities is no longer a problem during
training. Increase your knowledge adoption to new employees
and reduce helpdesk calls by up to 70%.
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ENSURE USER ADOPTION
ClickLearn monitors and evaluates end-user consumption of
learning material.
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ClickLearn can test and score the user in a safe environment,
delivering a clear overview to HR and Management of where
training of the most critical business processes is needed.
All materials produced with ClickLearn is SCORM compliant and
can be easily imported into any LMS or KMS.

ADAPT TO BUSINESS SYSTEM UPDATE CYCLES
All learning material produced with ClickLearn is automatically
updated when using the unique “Replay” technology, always
keeping your documentation updated.
The automated process testing technology, allows testing of any
pre-recorded process before releasing an update or launching
an implementation.
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ENSURE COMPLETE COMPLIANCE
The fully customizable templating system ensures uniform
and consistent material, meeting corporate and
governmental standards.
ClickLearn delivers several options for hosting and
publishing content, each enabling the secure distribution of
sensitive material.
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